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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0033671A2] 1. Multi-pole low-voltage differential switch with an insulated moulded housing (12) comprising : - a differential current
detector constituted by an annular core transformer (32) totalising the currents of the a. c. network to be protected, - a relay (28) operated by said
detector to free the interlock of a control mechanism (26) on appearance of a differential fault current, - a switch shaft (60) in form of a oblong runner
operated by said control mechanism (26) and supporting staggered along the shaft (60) contact arms (68) of the movable contacts (78) of the
different poles extending transversely to said shaft, this shaft being mounted with longitudinal sliding motion in order to move said movable contacts
(78) selectively in the open position and in the closed position in contact with the coupled stationary contacts (80), characterized by the fact that
each contact arm (68) is mounted elastically on the shaft (60) in order to execute a limited relative pivoting and translation movement, said arm
(68) extending on both sides of the shaft (60) and supporting on one of its ends the movable contact (78) which can cooperate with the coupled
stationary contact (80), the opposite end of the arm being connected by a strip (86) with terminals (88) of the apparatus and being capable to move
unrestrainedly, a stop (104) limiting indirectionnally the movement of said opposite end into the closing direction of the contacts.
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